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Some Caveats Upfront

• A bottom-up approach

• Danger of “tacticization of strategy”

• But, Clausewitz’s wisdom: “The 
original means of strategy is victory—
that is, tactical success; its ends, in 
the final analysis, are those objects 
which will lead directly to peace.”



I. The Problem



The Spear and the Shield



Japan’s Main Roles

• Holding action

• Defend homeland and surrounding 
seas/airspace

• Ensure U.S. access to bases on Japan

• Enable reinforcements and operations





Legacy Strategy and Systems

• Anti-submarine warfare
– Fixed wing
– Rotary wing
– Submarine fleet

• Mine counter-measures

• Anti-surface warfare
– Submarine fleet
– Air-to-surface strike
– Surface -to-surface strike

• 水際撃破 [suisaigekiha]: coastal 
defense/anti-invasion strategy 



Doubling Down: From Hyuga to Izumo 22DDH + 24DDH



Wasting Assets?

“If the ASBMs are simply programmed to 

track large ships, then the large 22DDH 

[the Izumo helicopter carrier] would be 

an attractive target second only to the 

US aircraft carrier in the Japan-US fleet 

conducting joint operations.”

Vice Admiral Makoto Yamazaki (ret.), "Thoughts About Eye-

Catching 22DDH," Sekai no Kansen, September 2009.



This View Still Holds

“When the DF-21D deploys for 
operations, it will inevitably have a 
serious impact  on the U.S. Navy’s 
operational concept, relying as it 
does on the combat capabilities of 
the carrier strike group.  It will also 
pose a grave threat to the large DDHs 
of the Maritime Self-Defense Force.”   

Vice Admiral Mutsuyoshi Gomi (ret.), “The Development of 
China’s Naval Power,” Japan Military Review, May 2013.



Indisputable Fact

“It is beyond question that what will 
produce the greatest air threat to fleets 
will be the Chinese military’s anti-ship 
attack capability…An indisputable fact 
is that the brunt of China’s anti-ship 
attack capability will be directed at the 
US naval fleets and the MSDF ships 
acting with them.”

Vice Admiral Yoji Koda (ret.), “Development and Future of 
Fleet Air Defense,” Sekai no Kansen, June 2016.





“Information Assault”

“Directed against the enemy’s command 
and control system or weak links in its 
Aegis system, conventional missiles 
carrying anti-radiation sub-munitions or 
EMP sub-munitions can be used when 
enemy radar is being used and their 
command systems are working, with anti-
radiation sub-munitions striking radar 
stations and EMP sub-munitions 
paralyzing the enemy’s command and 
control system.”

Science of Second Artillery Campaigns, 2004, p. 402



Taking on the Burke

• Burke’s defenses: SM-2; Sea Sparrow; RAM

• Saturation attack: 10-17 missiles; no more than 20 
missiles

• Multiple vectors: 2 high-altitude supersonic missiles 
(SS-N-12 Sandbox) +  2 sea-skimming supersonic 
missiles (SS-N-22 Sunburn) + 1 ASBM

颜仲新王刚杨祖快 [Yan Zhongxin, Wang Gang, and Yang Zukuai], 伯克级
驱逐舰抗反舰导弹饱和攻击能力分析 [Analysis of Burke-Class Destroyer’s 
Counter Antiship Missile Saturation Attack Capabilities], 飞航导弹
[Aerodynamic Missile], No. 7 (2002): p. 30.

[The authors are from the Dalian Naval Academy.]











JS Hyuga, Yokosuka Naval Base, Jan ‘14



JS Ise, Kure Naval Base, Oct 2014





F-15s and F-4s, Nyutabaru Airbase, Kyushu, Jan 2015



Naha International Airport

P-3Cs and E-2Cs, Naha Int’l Airport, Jan 2015



II. A Proposed Competitive Strategy:
Denying the Denier



Psychological Fears

• Sense of claustrophobia: “semi-

encircled” “semi-sealed” “new moon-

shaped” or “c-shaped” encirclement

• “Island chain blockade”

• Need to breakthrough the barrier

• Control of access =  control of destiny



Vulnerabilities at Sea

• Mahan’s wisdom

• Point of origin

• Point of destination

• Chokepoints



Barrier at Sea









Tactical Capabilities

• Submarines

• Fast-attack craft

• Mines

• Shore-based strike systems



Harushio-class subs 

Oyashio-class subs

Souryu-class subs



Uraga-class minesweeper

P-1 maritime patrol craft



Type 91 Rising 

Mine



Hayabusa-class missile boat



Type-88 surface-to-ship missile system 





Common Characteristics

• Relatively cheap and expendable

• Targets Chinese vulnerabilities

• Costly for China to counter

• Force harder trade-off decisions on PRC

• Stimulates psychological fears



Shore-Based Strike

• Mobile anti-ship, anti-air missiles to 
interfere with air and naval operations

• Create contested zones along island chain

• Mobility / shelters / decoys / camouflage

• Rapidly surge forces

• Operate with other air and naval units



Diversion and Dilution of Effort

• Tempt a PLA suppression campaign  

• Run down and shoot down PLA 
offensive weaponry

• Multiply targets to increase demands 
and strain PLA ISR

• Force trade offs; opportunity costs 

• Possibly a costly and fruitless effort









FY16 Defense Program and Budget









U.S. Land-Based Options

• 2013 RAND report, 2014 CSBA report

• Oct. 10, 2014: Congressman Randy 

Forbes letter to Army Chief of Staff 

General Raymond Odierno

• Oct. 15, 2014: SECDEF Chuck Hagel 

speech to Association of the US Army



Cross-Domain Land-Based Capabilities

“Mobile, deployable land-based systems 
that can be integrated with those belonging 
to our partners are probably a good place 
for us to invest…We have to build 
deployable, expeditionary, land-based air, 
missile, and maritime denial weapons 
systems that are integrated into domain 
awareness systems and can be shared with 
our key allies and partners.  Then we can 
ensure access to shared domains and deter 
both aggressions and coercion.” 

Admiral Harry Harris at AUSA, Oct. 4, 2016



More From Harris

“I think the Army should be in the 
business of sinking ships with land-
based, surface-to-ship missile systems … 
I think about an area where you put these 
weapons systems on places in the 
western Pacific; they would put at risk 
potential adversaries in the South China 
Sea, East China Sea, the Sea of Japan.”

Admiral Harris at Defense One conference, 
November 15, 2016.



ATACMS

“By integrating an existing seeker onto the 
front of the missile, they’re enabling it to hit 
moving targets, both at sea as well as on 
land.  With this capability, what was 
previously an Army surface-to-surface 
missile system can project power from 
coastal locations up to 300 kilometers into 
the maritime domain.”

SECDEF Ash Carter at CSIS, Oct. 28, 2016.



III. Assessment



Chinese Reactions: October 2013



June 2014



“The Miyako Strait is 250-kilometers wide and the firing 
range of the [Type 88] missile is up to 150 kilometers, 
which would make it easy for Japan to cut off sea transport 
if they deployed them at both ends of the strait.”

Li Jie, Global Times, June 2014



“The Chinese military will develop more 
advanced weaponry and work out more effective 
scenarios to deal with possible seal-offs.”

Luo Yuan, Global Times, June 2014



February 2015



Senior Captain Fang Liang of NDU cited in Qiu 
Yue, “Expert: Japan’s Idea of Blockading China 
is Delusional,” People Daily, January 7, 2016



Benefits

• Open a new, wide front

• Resilience at relatively low cost with 
existing/planned capabilities  

• Buy time to recover from first blow and 
await U.S. reinforcement

• Geospatial restraint: counter-force ops 
over the commons; escalation control

• Complicate Chinese planning with a 
few extra steps and more affordably



Exploit A Deepening Fear?

In Service* 2006 2016 Building as of 

2016

Carrier 0 1 1

Destroyers 5 14 11

Frigates 2 24 3

Corvettes 0 28 12

Total 7 67 27

* Counts only modern, indigenously-built surface combatants: 

Luyang-, Luzhou-, Jiangkai-, and Jiangdao-classes. 





A Caveat

• Impose costs on PLA surface, 
subsurface, and air forces

• A role in high-end combat 

• Does not deal directly with gray zone

• But, conventional forces are essential 
backstop in “cabbage strategy”



Additional Caveats

• Not war-winning strategy; stalemate

• Spur China to keep up competition

• Requires militarizing SW Islands

• Cheaper but not cheap

• Force structure/operational risks



Allied Implications

• U.S. shore-based maritime strike

• Allied deterrence / resolve

• Allied interoperability

• Trip wire force



Concluding Thoughts

• Japan progressively weakening player at sea

• Cannot afford exclusively symmetric responses

• Conceding competition to emerging PRC strategy 

• Japan could complicate Chinese planning with a few 
extra steps and more affordably

• Require change in mindset about Japan’s position in 
Asia and the associated changes in strategy



QUESTIONS?


